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EDITORIAL
Welcome to another issue of Full Circle!

big

Full Circle Podcast
long

Hosts:

All the best, and keep in touch.
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LINUX NEWS
Hello Linux OpenXchange

Wearable, Atom-powered Computer

Canonical To Donate
25% Ubuntu One
Revenues To Gnome
Foundation

Source

Full Circle Notifier - Beta Release!
Full Circle Notifier

Source

For more info, see the
FCN Google Group:
http://goo.gl/4Ob4

Source
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COMMAND & CONQUER

To-Do List

Written by Lucas Westermann

#!/usr/bin/env python
import os
home=os.path.expanduser("~")
for root, dirs, files in
os.walk(os.path.join(home,"Reminders")):
for infile in [f for f in files]:
if(infile.endswith("~")!=True):
fh=open(os.path.abspath(os.path.join(root,infile)))
for line in fh:
print("- "+line, end=' ')
fh.close()
createToDo.sh:

To-Do List

#!/bin/bash
file=~/ToDo.txt
toDo=~/toDo.txt
if [[ -e $toDo ]]; then
`rm "$toDo"`
fi
while read line; do
date=`date -d"$(echo "$line"|sed 's/\(.\) -.*$/\1/g')" +%s`;
echo "$(echo "$line"|sed -e s/".*-"/"$date -"/g)" >> "$toDo";
done < "$file"
if [[ -e "$toDo" ]]; then
temp=`sort -n "$toDo"`
echo "$temp" > "$toDo"
fi
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COMMAND & CONQUER
printToDo.sh:
#!/bin/bash
toDo=~/toDo.txt
while read line; do
if [[ "$line" != "" ]]; then
date=`date -d@"$(echo "$line"|sed -e s/"-[^-]*$"//g)" +"%a %b %d %H:%M"`
echo "$(echo "$line"|sed -e s/".*-"/"$date -"/g)";
fi
done < "$toDo"
?”; echo $?

zenity --error --text “An
error occurred!”
zenity -questio
n -test
“Question

<command>|zenity --text-info
--width <size in pixels>

<command>| tee > (zenity -progress --pulsate) >file

Zenity

input=$(zenity --entry -text "How are you?" --entrytext "enter text here");
echo $input
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HOW-TO

Program In Python - Part 20

Written by Greg Walters

# simple.py
import pygtk
pygtk.require('2.0')
import gtk
class Simple:
def __init__(self):
self.window = gtk.Window(gtk.WINDOW_TOPLEVEL)
self.window.show()
def main(self):
gtk.main()
if __name__ == "__main__":
simple = Simple()
simple.main()

self.window.connect("delete_e
vent", self.delete_event)

def delete_event(self,
widget, event, data=None):
gtk.main_quit()
return False

self.window.set_position(gtk.
WIN_POS_CENTER)
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PROGRAM IN PYTHON - PART 20
self.button =
gtk.Button("Close Me")

Ideas & Writers
Wanted

self.button.connect("clicked"
,self.btn1Clicked,None)
self.window.add(self.button)
self.button.show()

self.box1 = gtk.HBox(False,0)
self.window.add(self.box1)

please be specific with your
idea!

self.button =
gtk.Button("Button 1")
self.button.connect("clicked"
,self.btn1Clicked,None)
self.box1.pack_start(self.but
ton,True,True,0)
self.button.show()

def
btn1Clicked(self,widget,data=
None):
print "Button 1 clicked"

if you can’t get the
article written within several
weeks (a month at most) that
you reopen the question

for ideas
HBox =
gtk.HBox(homogeneous=False,
spacing=0)

for writers

gtk.main_quit()
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PROGRAM IN PYTHON - PART 20
gtk.main_quit()

self.button2 =
gtk.Button("Button 2")
self.button2.connect("clicked
",self.btn2Clicked,None)
self.box1.pack_start(self.but
ton2,True,True,0)
self.button2.show()
self.box1.show()

0
1
2
0+-----------+-----------+
|
|
|
1+-----------+-----------+
|
|
|
2+-----------+-----------+

box.pack_start(widget,expand=
True, fill=True, padding=0)

def
btn2Clicked(self,widget,data=
None):
print "Button 2 clicked"
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PROGRAM IN PYTHON - PART 20
0
1
2
0+-----------+-----------+
| Button 1 | Button 2 |
1+-----------+-----------+
|
Button 3
|
2+-----------+-----------+

self.window.set_size_
request(250, 100)

table.attach(buttonx,0,1,0,1)

self.window.connect("
delete_event",
self.delete_event)

button1.show()

button2 = gtk.Button("Button
2")
button2.connect("clicked",sel
f.callback,"button 2")
table.attach(button2,1,2,0,1)

Table =
gtk.Table(rows=1,columns=1,ho
mogeneous=True)

table.attach(buttonx,1,2,0,1)

# table1.py
import pygtk
pygtk.require('2.0')
import gtk
class Table:
def __init__(self):

button2.show()

table = gtk.Table(2, 2,
True) # Create a 2x2 grid
self.window.add(table)

self.window =
gtk.Window(gtk.WINDOW_TOPLEVE
L)
table.attach(widget,left
point,right point,top
point,bottom
point,xoptions=EXPAND|FILL,yo
ptions=EXPAND|FILL,
xpadding=0,ypadding=0)

button3 = gtk.Button("Quit")

self.window.set_posit
ion(gtk.WIN_POS_CENTER)
self.window.set_title
("Table Test 1")

button1 = gtk.Button("Button
1")

self.window.set_borde
r_width(20)

button1.connect("clicked",sel
f.callback,"button 1")

button3.connect("clicked",sel
f.ExitApp,"button 3")
table.attach(button3,0,2,1,2)
button3.show()

table.attach(button1,0,1,0,1)
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PROGRAM IN PYTHON - PART 20

table.show()
self.window.show()
def main(self):
gtk.main()
def delete_event(self,
widget, event, data=None):
gtk.main_quit()
return False

def ExitApp(self, widget,
event, data=None):

Full Circle Podcast

print "Quit button was
pressed"
gtk.main_quit()

Review
News

if __name__ == "__main__":
table = Table()
def
callback(self,widget,data=Non
e):

Gaming

table.main()

print "%s was pressed"
% data

Greg Walters
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HOW-TO

Written by Elmer Perry

Libre Office - Part 1

NEW
SERIES!

sudo add-apt-repository ppa:libreoffice/ppa
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install libreoffice
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LIBRE OFFICE - PART 1
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LIBRE OFFICE - PART 1
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HOW-TO

Installing Mythbuntu 10.10

Written by Dogphlap

TV Tuner Cards
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HOWTO - INSTALLING MYTHUBUNTU 10.10

Frontends And
Backends

Navigating The Setup
Pages
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HOWTO - INSTALLING MYTHUBUNTU 10.10
Idiosyncrasies Of
Frontend Setup

Input Connections

Video sources:

Capture Cards:
Idiosyncrasies Of
Backend Setup
General:
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HOWTO - INSTALLING MYTHUBUNTU 10.10
Useful keys:
Esc
press.
Enter
f
\
a
End
Rt arrow
Lt arrow
p
Numeric

backs out of everything/anywhere, one step per key
selects a highlighted menu item.
allows left/right arrow keys to control volume level.
mutes the sound.
allows left/right arrow keys to slow or speed up playback.
move fwd 24hrs in program guide (Shift-End for -24hrs).
move 30secs fwd in playback and live TV (if possible).
moves 10 seconds back during playback and live TV.
pauses playback (hit it again to resume).
select channel when watching live TV (Enter selects*).

Up/Down keys: browse channels in order when watching live TV
(Enter selects*).
Up/Down keys: move 10mins back/forward when watching recording.
* if Enter is required depends on setup.

The Magic Of The
Letter 'd'
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HOW-TO

Written by Ronnie Tucker

Write For Full Circle Magazine
REVIEWS

Guidelines

Games/Applications

it must
somehow be linked to
Ubuntu or one of the
many derivatives of Ubuntu

When reviewing games/applications please state clearly:

PLEASE SPELL AND GRAMMAR
CHECK IT!

Hardware
When reviewing hardware please state clearly:

Writing

Non-English Writers
Images
You don't need to be an expert to write an
article - write about the games, applications
and hardware that you use every day.
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LINUX LAB

Written by Robin Catling

File Systems Part 1 - Home Advantage

Dear Diary...

Ext Family

Rise and Fall
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LINUX LAB - FILE SYSTEMS PART 1

SWAP Shop

Better and Better

No Country for Old Filesystems

Best of the Rest
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MY STORY

Written by Célio Ricardo Quaio Goetten
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REVIEW

Boxee Box

Written by Greg Walters

The Remote

The Hardware
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REVIEW: BOXEE BOX

In Use

The Good

The Bad
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REVIEW: BOXEE BOX

The Bottom Line

Greg Walters
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LETTERS
Missing Info

Every month we like to publish some of the emails we receive. If you would like to
submit a letter for publication, compliment or complaint, please email it to:
.

OSX > Ubuntu

Join us on:

A PLEA ON BEHALF OF THE PODCAST PARTY

Chris Warren

Comments and audio may be edited for
length. Please remember this is a family-friendly show.

Igor Barinov

Robin
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UBUNTU WOMEN
Written by Elizabeth Krumbach

Elizabeth Krumbach
Valorie Zimmerman
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UBUNTU GAMES

Braid

Written by Ed Hewitt

Score: 9/10
Good

Bad
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Q&A

If you have Ubuntu-related questions, email them to:
, and Gord will answer them in a future
issue.

Compiled by Gord Campbell

Q

I want to install the
Gimp help
documentation locally. I
installed the gimp-helpcommon package, but this did
not enable the help function in
the program itself.
gimp-help-en

Q
Q

Does anyone know how
to get this video to
display in Ubuntu? Link:

http://www.cbsnews.com/video/w
atch/?id=7166315n
All I get is a black empty box
both in Firefox and Chromium.

Q

In Maverick, a theme
installation failed. Now
when I try to click on
certain "places",
including home itself, instead of
opening the folder in Nautilus,
the appearances and preferences
dialogue box opens with an error.
Frogs Hair

I was installing Ubuntu
10.10, and got to the
screen when it asks,
"who are you." I filled in
all the fields, but the "forward"
button was still not available.

Q

When I try to install
Ubuntu, it gets part
way, then just stops
with a blank screen and
the cursor blinking in the top-left
corner.

Q

I have Windows 7 and
Ubuntu 10.10 installed,
and I want to add
Opensuse. What should
I do about Grub?

Q

How can I listen to a
radio station which
streams its
programming in a
Windows Media format?
sudo update-grub
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Q&A

Q

Normally, I opened
Spotify (the Linux
version) and once I
selected the music, I
closed the window. Spotify kept
on running in the background and
a small icon appeared in the
Panel at the top. Whenever I
wanted to open Spotify, I would
click the small icon at the top.
Now, Spotify keeps on running
in the background, but the icon
doesn't appear. When I click the
regular Spotify icon on my
desktop, it says Spotify is
already running and won't open.
Now, I can't open Spotify any
more. All I can do is kill the
process and completely restart
the program. A similar scenario
happens with Skype.

Q

I installed an OCZ
Vertex 2 Solid State
Disk in my Thinkpad
T61p. The maximum
transfer rate I am getting is
136.63 MB/sec. Why isn't it a lot
faster than that?

sudo nvidia-xconfig

Q
Q

Resizing windows by
grabbing window
borders is difficult.

Where can I find
Ubuntu 10.10 for the
PowerPC?

Q

Is it possible to use the
audio optical output on
my computer?

alsamixer

Q
Q

I have an ATI Radeon
9200 video card driving
an LG M237WA monitor
via an RGB cable. I
cannot see the background, it
appears in black. Also, when I
maximize the windows I get a
black screen too.

I just installed Ubuntu
and the maximum
screen resolution I'm
getting is 1280x720.
When I used windows it was
1400x900 or something like that.
I installed the Nvidia drivers and
now my screen sits low and to
the left.
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MY DESKTOP

Your chance to show the world your desktop or PC. Email your screenshots and
photos to:
and include a brief paragraph about
your desktop, your PC's specs and any other interesting tidbits about your setup.

Anish Chirakkal Aravind
Christos
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MY DESKTOP

Corry Douglas
Larry Rudolph
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TOP 5

Guitar Apps

Written by Andrew Min

gTune

eTktab
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TOP 5 - GUITAR APPS
TuxGuitar

KGuitar

tuxguitar

kguitar
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TOP 5 - GUITAR APPS
Frets on Fire

is presented by members of the
United Kingdom’s Ubuntu Linux community.
We aim is to provide current, topical information about, and
for, Ubuntu Linux users the world over. We cover all aspects
of Ubuntu Linux and Free Software, and appeal to everyone
from the newest user to the oldest coder, from the
command line to the latest GUI.

fretsonfire

Because the show is produced by the Ubuntu UK
community, the podcast is covered by the Ubuntu Code of
Conduct and is therefore suitable for all ages.

,
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HOW TO CONTRIBUTE

Thorsten Wilms

Deadline for Issue #47:
Sunday 06th March 2011.
Release date for issue #47:
Friday 25th March 2011.

FULL CIRCLE NEEDS YOU!
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